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him we honour the finest qualities of a leader of a
nation: humility, sympathy, strength, courage and the
unbending will to fight tyrants and aggressors. I ask
the representatives to stand for a minute of silence
in honour of his memory.

The representatives stood in silence.

6. Mr. ENGEN (Norway): May I, on behalf of His
Majesty King Olav V and on behalf of the Norwegian
Government and I am sure, the entire Norwegian
people, extend to you, Mr. President, our sincere
thinks for the words of sympathy which you have just
spoken. They have warmed our hearts at a moment
when we feel deeply grieved. The sincere feelings of
condolence and friendship of which you have given
such moving expression on behalf of this august As
sembly will, I am sure, find their way into the hearts
of all my countrymen who today mourn the loss of their
beloved King.

7. In no other way can I adequately describe our
feelings at this Iil0ment than by sa}'ing that the death
of His Majesty the King is a personal loss to all Nor
wegian men and womer., wherever they may be. Such
was the relationship between King Haakon and his
people.
8. As you have pointed out, Mr. President, for more
than half a century the fate of Norway has been linked
to the reign of King Haakon VU. He came to Norway
from our Scandinavian sister nation, Denmark, on thlB
explicit call of the people through a plebiscite, to
become our first purely national king in over five
hundred years. 'ro him fell the difficult task of found
ing a new monarchy in the twentieth century. But the
idea of a national monarchy had, and has still, deep
roots in Norwegian history and in the minds of the
people. The new King understood this from the very
first moment, and his character made it natural for
him to respond to the people's deepest desire. They
wanted to see their newly-won national sovereignty
crowned by the re~ toration of the ancient national
monarchy.

9. Of King Haakon it shall ever be said that he ac
complished this task in a manner which eliminated
any doubts that may have existed at the time of his
ascension to the Throne with respect to the choice
which the people had made. And his accomplishments
go further. He so dedicated his life to his new father
land and to its people that they soon began to look
upon him as their best friend, with whom they had
the good fortune to enjoy the many years of happiness
and Jirogress which characterized the greater part of
Norway's history during the past half century.

10. We also learned, when war and OccuJ:lcl.tion came
to our land, that the King became a pillar of strength
and a great national leader who, during those the dark
est hours of our history, was our greatest source of
faith and endurance. Therefore, not only our respect
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1. The PRESIDENT: I know that the representatives
of the Members of the Assembly would wish me to
convey on their behalf our profound sympathy to His
Majesty King Olav, his family and the people of Nor
way on the death of their beloved monarch, King
Haakon VU.

2. There is majesty in a king. Men expect majesty
in his life. The late King never failed this expectation.
Consider him: He was called to the throne in 1905.
He then submitted himself to the suffrages of those
who, by an overwhelming majority, freely confirmed
his elevation. He revived the name of their ancient
kings. All his life he was a constitutional monarch.
He made himself one with the life of his peo~le. He
moved among his subjects with dignity and with sim
plicity. He sought to personify their virtues. In thiG,
I ventur~ to say, he altogether succeeded.

3. Thus, with sure preparation, King Haakon ap
proached the dark days of 1940 as the father of his
people) dedicated to lead and inspire them in a battle
against terrible odds. It is a moving experience to
contemplate the hazardous journeys of the King as he
rallied hiu brave people ~bout him in the face of a
cruel and remorseless attack. The forces of oppres
sion were soon too muchfor organized resistance; but,
while wicked men achieved a military Victory, the
King's defiance and the ceaseless struggle of his
people made a spiritual triumph which no material
strength could dissipate.

4. And so the King in 1945 returned to the bosom
of his people. They had never given up the battle,
nor had he. He became a liVing embodiment of the
strength of the spirit.

5. King Kaakon VII has died full of years and of
honours. The Members of the Assembly, I know, are
proud to pay tribute to his memory, for in honouring
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20. The Peruvian delegation also regrets that it has
so far be3n impossible to arrive at any agreement
whereby the unification of Germany can b." brought
about by means of free elections. We have all watched
with hope and admiration the rebuilding of the new
Germany under the influence of universalist traditions,
along democratic lines and in close co-oper~tionwith
Western Europe. Our ardent wish to complete the
representation of Europe in the United Nations must go
unfulfilled until a unified and democratic Germany is
welcomed into the Organization.

21. MeanWhile, the p:r.esence of new European Stateo
as Members of the United Nations opens the way,
through those natural ties created by history, shared
cultural influences and an identical outlook on life,
to that close co-operation between the Lat.incountries
of America and the Latin countries of Europe, which
has already been proclaimed as a goal by the President
of Peru, Manuel Prado. Very often cultural ties are
stronger and more effective than those imposed by geo
graphical prOXimity and economic relations; similarity
of outlook and harmony of ideas and feelings are more
likely to facilitate such material relationships than
to impede them.

22. The expansion o{ the membership of the United
Nations has coincideu with a consolidation of its au
thority in a n.umber of serious issues which might,
because of the conflict of opinion, have compromised
the unity of the Western world and the essential har
mony of the countries of Africa and Asia. The great
Western P0wers' respect fo:"" and compliance with
the Assembly' s deci~ions not only strengthened our
Organization but gave the world a striki,ng illustration
of the gradual growth of universal acceptance of the
rule of law. We can state without fear of contradiction
that the United Nations has succeeded in overcoming
with dignity and justice the gravest crisis in its his
tory. Through the devotion and decisiveness displayed
by Member States the special emergency sessions
were carried through smoothly. The international
police force has worked effectively, and we may now
hope to see it transformed into a permanent organ of
this Organization.

23. We should extend our praises also to the Secre
tariat, whose chief, Mr. Hammarskjold, with the co-

, operation of his distinguished assistants, was able to
complete amid universal admiration and applause the
tremendous task set him by the Unit~d Nations. The
harmony between the spirit animating all the Members
of the United Nations and the decisiveness, skill and
devotion of the Secretariat will always be a measure
of the effectiveness of our Organization.

24. In contrast with the foregoing, the Soviet Union,
with regard to the question of Hungar"J, has not com
plied Witd the Assembly's recommendations which)

· .....-.-.--.. ~ ..
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and admiration but also our love and affection will sembly [resolution 718 (VIII)] and consisting of the
forever keep the memory of King Haakon VII alive representatives of Egypt and thb Netherlands under
among the Norwegian people, whom he himself loved the chairmanship of the Peruvian l'epresentative, suc
so deeply. ceeded, with the co- operation of many other countries,

Canada in particular, in bringing about an agreement
Tribute to the memory of Jean Slbellus on the admission of new Members.

11. The PRESIDENT: It is also fitting for us to pay 19. On behalf of the Peruvian Government, I should
tribute to the memory of another great man from like to express our goodwill towards all those States
Northern Europe, Jean Sibelius, Finland's renowned which have just joined the United Nations, as well as
compnser, who is famed throughout the world for his our regret at the absence of Viet-Nam and Korea,
majestic music. whose unification and presence here justice demands.
12. Jean Sibelius was more than a great composer;
he was an ardent patriot who made a notable contri
bution to the cause of Finnish independence. In his
music he seemed to reproduce the fiery spirit of his
country's longing for independence, linked with the
reflection of the beauties of nature about him and
memories of the ancient legends of Finland. It has
been said that his epic and popular tone-poem, Fhl
landia, did more than a thollsand ~'Jeeches and pam
phlets to promote the independe..lce of his people.

13. Sibelius was loved and admired in his native
Finland. In a wider sense, he belonged to the world.
Carved out of granite, he was an indomitable figure
who seemed almost immune from death. Through his
music, he enriched the lives of all mankind. Through
his musiC, this heroic figure will live forever.

14. Mr. VmOLAINEN (Finland): The delegation of
Finland begs to extend to you, Sir, its deeply felt
thanks for your words to the mamory of a great Finn,
.lean Sibelius.

.... 5. Sibelius was a great patriot. His work has indeed
a national character. But the language of music he
used was a language which the nations all over the
world could and did understand. We F ...nns are proud
of there haVing been among us a manof Jean Sibelius'
scope. Ht" ~ontribution to world culture was not a
small one. ~ lis music remains as an eloquent proof
of the unrelenting aspiration of the human soul to
wards truth and beauty. In the music of Sibelius speaks
the lofty spirit which pervades the Purposes and Prin
ciples of the United Nations. I thank you.

, ,llCi4!44n4tb..uihi4USJ£&bi I usss a iSiS$::CU, "a.s._Iicn I U!LQElIJ5$,2iShMW

AGENDA ITEM 9

General debate (continued)

16. Mr. CISNEROS {Peru} (translated from flpanish):
First of all, Mr. PreSident, I should like to join the
Peruvian delegation's heartiest congratulations to
those which you have received from other delegations
on your election to the high office of President of the
United Nations General Assembly. This is a tribute
both to your country - the young and vigorous nation
of New Zealand - and to your own qualities as a law
yer, diplomat and statesman, and the contribution
which you have made to the United Nations over the
years.

17. Peru has been associated with the United Nations
since the San Francisco Conference, as one of the
first adherents to the Atlantic Charter and to the
Allied cause, inspired by that Charter's principles
and the lei3-1 traditions of Latin America.

18. An important point on our programme has beon
to bring about the universality of the Organization.
After four years' effort~ the Committee of Good Of
fices, established unaninlously by the General As-
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being based on the explicit terms of the Charter of of capital into the countries in process of develop
the United Nations and on treaties signed by the Soviet ment. With this aim in mind and recognizing the well
Union itself, have the character of a legal imperative. known limitations under which rapidly expandi.ng eco
The eleventh session of the General Assembly re- nomies must operate, Peru believes that both national
iterated those rSCiommendations [resolution 1133 (XI)] and international action are essential to deal with its
with the support of public opinion. At the same time, economic and social problems.
in order to secure their fulfilment, it entrusted 32. As regards national action, Peru has already
Prince Wan Waithayakon, who had directed its labours given examples of its energy and good faith in the po
with such Skill, with a task of the utmost importance. litical and economic spheres. Under a r~gime of eco
The Peruvian Government expresses its sincerest nomic freedom, side by side with one of political free
hopes for the success of his mission. dom, Peruvian production has constantly expanded;
25. The proposed measures to prevent the danger of investments of foreign capital have increased; inuustry
surprise attack, such as the "open-sky" plan, which has made notable advances; the credit position remains
places Soviet and United States territory on the same sound, and currency has been maintained at the same
footing as regards the essential safeguard of inspec- level for almost ten years. All this has taken place
tion; the proposal to cease the production of nuclear in circumstances far from favourable, including an
weapons under adequate inspection, and the suspension annual increase in population of more than 2 per cent
of nuclQar tests, together with the reduction of con- - one of the highest in the world.
ventional armaments, gave reason to hope that we were 33. We have obeyed the axiom of "self-help" ingain
nearing an agreement on disarmament. At the time ing position we now occupy. However, this position
when this appeared most probable, the Soviet Union cannot be regarded either as permanent or as offer
changed its stand and rejected the earlier proposals, ing opportunities for development of a kind calculated
thus bringing about a return of international tension to meet all the human problems of the present day
and anxiety. in Peru, or the uncertainties of the future. If our coun-

try is to solve those problems and at the same time
26. Mankind had hoped and is hoping nOW for disarma- to achieve a justified improvement in the levels of
ment as a matter of vital importance. The arms race
may lead to universal suicide. It is not possible for- living of a constantly growing population, Peru must
ever to check the'rash impulses of the thirst for power, have international co-operation in addition to its own
or to resist the temptation afforded by technical ad- already well-tried efforts.
vances. 34. How does Peru envisage such complsmentary
27. In accordance with its attitude at previous ses- antion at the international level? In the first place,

there is bilateral action which may take the form of
sions of the Assembly, the Peruvian delegation will an improved interchange of technical lmowledge or
spare no effort to bring about a rapprochement be- the provision of credit or capital for worthwhile under
tween the positions of the great Powers in order to takings or projects in any country. In the case of Peru
achieve that mutual agreement which is essential to itself, my Government believes that such bilateral
their own interests as well as to justice and the we!- action should be dtrected primarily towards ensuring
fare of mankind. that Peruvian export products _ which ronstitute the
28. The Peruvian Government has talten an active principal source of national capital formation .. should
part in the debates on the covenants designed to enjoy fair and stable prices on the world market, not
facilitate the enforcement of the human rights recog- subject to i.rregular fluctuations, and should not be
nized by international law. Although this work of legal the object of restrictive customs mee-sures which can
organization has not yet been completed by the United not be said to correspond to the legitimate interes~s

Nations, we note with satisfaction that in 80me coun- of any country.
tries, Peru among them, the exercise of human rights 35. Unless we are to risk disillusionment withallthe
and their enforcement and protection are being secured consequences that may entail, there can be no question
by all measures consistent with the exercise of true of the highly industrialized countries encouraging and
democracy. persuading investors in primary producing countries
29. The President of Peru said in a recent statement: to invest their capital in increasing the production of

"With the samefirmnesswithwhichIfoughtagainst specific materials at times of crisis and need and
the hegemony of the totalitarian r~gimes personi- then, when the need for regular and secure supplies
fled by the Axis in the last war, I shall continue the has disappeared, adopting a policy which means the
battle, together with the Western nations, for the ruin .,f the producers and the collapse of the local
principles of freedom and respect for human rights" • investments made with such great effort to secure the

necessary increase in production.
30. As regards the technical assistance programmes, 36. In the multilateral field still more remains to be
the Peruvian Government has pleasure in reaffirm- done. Ii1 regard to the United Nations programme of
ing its intel'est in and support for the work of the action, I should state that the Peruvian delegation
United Nations in this field. It likewise expresses its stll1 strongly supports the idea of setting up a Special
gratitude for the efficient and fruitful way in which United Nations Fund for Economic Development (SUN•.
these services of the United Nations and of the spe- FED), since it believes that the demand for capital
cialized agencies have contributed to the steady pro- which may be expected from the under-developed coun
gress of Peru. tries would not only absorb private investmel.1t but
31. At the same time we consider that technical co- could also benefit greatly from the financial co-ope
operation, important though it is,is only one means ration of an international agsncy. My country sees
towards the establishment of economic, social~ poli- no incompatibility between the establishment of SUN.
tieal and cultural well-being. We musttherefore stress FED and the still essential contribution of private
as a principal step the urgency of improving the flow capital.
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38. In assessing the work done by the United Nations,
two important items should be brought out: first; the
Charter itself which, despite its imperfections, em
bodies the foundations of international life. Second, the
firm intention of the great majority, we might say
nearly all the Members of this Assembly, to see the
Charter effectively applied. Rather than make an over
all revision, which would be very difficult to do as
matters stand, we must retain and confirm our decision
to apply the Charter in a spirit of progress and
understanding.

39. It has rightly been said that the United Nations is
not a super-State, a political structure which absorbs
national sovereignties. The United Nations is a true
family of peoples, constituting a field of contact and
consultation where ideas can be exchanged in order
to bring about agreements of every kind within the
framework of peace and respect for the sovereignty,
independence and individuality of all States. There are
matters which need to be considered ana disc1Jssed by
the United Nations, in order to prepa~e the ground and
the moral atmosphere for their solution; but there are
of coursitJ others which require decisions on the part
of the United Nations, through its competent organs,
in order to safeguard the fundamental interests of peace
and justice. In matters of the first kind, the United
Nations exercises tremendous moral power because it
can centralize, channel and mobilize public opinion.
The success of the United Nations depends upon its
firm adherence to t.le fundamental principles of the
Charter, its sense of what is timely, and its broad view
of the problems arising out of the evolution of mankind.
Once again, in politics and in diplomacy, prudence and
justice must go hand in hand.

40. To criticism based on partial criteria or the
eXigencies of exaggerated idealism, the United Nations
answers with these twelve years of untiring effort.
What wouid be the state of the world if there had been
no United Nations? We could not have replaced it with
the old balance of power which meant the uncontrolled
supremacy of the great Powers. The United Nations has
embodied, as weE as the t:.·aditionally powerful nations,
the precious contributions of the presence and ideals
of the young States. This new element will insure a
balance of power, without the selfishness or exclusive
ness of the past, which has already played its part in
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37. As regards SUNFED, it has been pointed out that many cases, and will in future, in determining world
the great Powers - whichwouldofcol1rseb~ the major acceptance of the rule of law.
contributors - would have difficulty 1n agreeing to its 41. It has been a great honour for me to stand at this
immediate establishment while the uncertainty of the
international situation still compels them to spend so rostrum. On stepping down, I offer friendly greetings
much on armaments. We cannotfor a moment disregard to my colleagues irom all the countries so ably
the efforts which those countries are making to protect represented here, and pay my tribute to the Organi
peace, nor can we deny how burdensome it would be zation which has done such fruitful work in the
for them to assume both obligations at the same time. economic, political and humanitarian fields and is our
However, we should not, in an access of pessimism, hope for an era of peace and justice which will safe
condemn to indefinite postponement any action by this guard the greatest good of the greatest number and
international body on bl'half of SUNFED. Since the freedom for all.
Assembly is agreed in principle on the establishment 42. Mr. DIEFENBAKER (Canada): Mr. President,
of SUNFED, and since it has on rnany occasions may I, not in a perfunctory manner, congrat'.llate you
expressed the desire to bring about an agreement on on behalf of the Canadian delegation on your election,
international disarmament, we might perhaps examine and offer you our best wishes? Having known you
the possibility of establishing a schedule or stage-by- throughout the years, I realize that the General
stage programme of simultaneous measures intended Assembly's action was an expression of its faith in you
to bring about, in a limited a.nd gradual way, both as a man uniquely qualified for this high office by
international disarmament and the accumulation of reason of your long and devoted service to the United
resources for SUNFED. Natlons. At the same time, may I also pay the tribute

of Canada to your predecessor, Prince Wan
Waithayakon, who presided over a session of great
length and stress with wisdom and skill.

43. In the last few months there has beena change of
government in our country, but I hasten to assure the
Assembly at once that, as in all democratic countries
dedicated to peace, this does not mean that theta has
been any change whatsoever in fundamental inter
national principles or attitudes. I say that because I
have been asked on a number of occasions where
Canada now stands with regard to the United Nations.
My appearance here gives public evidence of Canada's
stand. Indeed, it is the first time in twelve years that
a Prime Minister has been present with our Foreign
Minister, which is evidence of the fact that we stand on
this question now where Canada has always stood since
April 1945, and - I emphasize this - wtth the support
of the party which is now in power. So far as r"llnada
is concerned, support of the United Nations lS the
cornerstone of its foreign policy. We believe that the
United Nations will grow stronger because it repre...
sents the inevitable struggle of countries to find order
in their relationships and the deep longing of mankind
to strive for and attain peace and justice.

44. We believe, too, that countries like Canada, acting
in consultation with other friendly nations, can exert an
influence far stronger than would be possible outside
the United Nations. Indeed, our views of the value of
this Organization are epitomized in the Introduction to
the annual report of the S~creta.ry-General on the work
of the Organization (16 June 1956 - 15 June 1957),
which states that:

"If properly used, the United Nations can serve a
diplomacy of reconciliation better than other
ins4.fuments available to the Member States. All the
varied interests and aspirations of the world meet in
its precincts upon the common ground of the
Charter." [A/3594/Add.1, page 3.]

45. Canadians have a special pleasure, too, in
welcoming the Federation of Malaya, the newest
member of the Commonwealth, as a Member of the
United Nations. At the eleventh session, another
member of the Commonwealth, Ghana, was elected to
membership. We believe that the emergence of these
new nations is an indication of growth and expansion of
the concept' of self-government and of the manner !n
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51. What mankind fears today more than anything else
is that war will come about suddenly and precipitately,
without warning and without there being any opportwlity
for defence. The whole question of surprise attack is of
pre- eminent importance to people everywhere in the
world. Until the Second World War took place, a
surprise attack was almost impvssible: no nation could
conceal the mobilization of its forces; but today, when
a nuclear a.ttack could be mounted in a few hours and
secrecy maintained until the atomic bombers appeared
on the radar screens, the danger of a secret and
surprise attack is one of the things that all mankind
fears. And the danger of a secret and surprise attack
has been multiplied with the potential development of
the intercontinental ballistic missile.

52. The fear of surprise attack is the cause of the
major tension of these days. For that reason there is
a sombre urgency about the work of this General
Assembly. Experience has taught us that no country
ever possesses a monopoly of any device. What one
country has today, the other nations will have
tomor ~ow, and the day is not far distant, if this
continues, when there will be armouries of these
rockets. While a few years ago a new qt'a was
introduced by the development of nuclear weapons,
today an even more frightening and awful time faces
mankind. That is why I say that it is a matter of sombre
urgency that this Assembly should act, and act
effectively if we are to bring about the control of the
use of this dread menace, the ultimate engine of
destruction.

53. While it is only the great Powers that can afford
the vast expense to build these earth- spanning
missiles, the small nations are concerned. Canada is
vitally concerned, for we are the closest neighbour of
the United States and the USSR. Our stragetic position
in the world, embracing as it does the Arctic area in
which Canada owns and exercises sovereignty over
great areas, makes Canada one of the most vulnerable
nations in any future war.

54. I do not intend today to deal in any detail with the
terms of the disarmament proposals that were put
before the Sub-Committee of the Disarmament Com
mission by the four Western Powers [DC/113, annex 5],
but I feel it well to refer for but a moment to tluJ
question of discontinuance of tests of nuclear and
atomic weapons. The suspension as provided for in the
Western proposals would be for a year, conditional on
a convention on disarmament being entered into, and
this would be renewable for a second year if satis
factory progress had been made towards a cessation
of the production of nuclear weapons. But there are
well-intentioned people - many people - who believe
that a ban on atomic tests is a panacea for all the ills
of mankind. In all the clamour there has been over this,
some have lust sight of the fact that the suspension of
tests is not going to stop the stockpiling of nuclear
weapons or the atomic armaments race. The only way
to do this is to divert fissionable material from the
manufacture of weapons to peaceful uses, and the
western proposals very sensibly linked an agreement
to do this with a continuance of the suspension of the
tests.

55. While treating the suspension of nuclear tests as a
matter for immediate action, the eleven-pnintWestern
propo."3als made such suspension dependent on the
establishment of nuclear watching posts in the terri-

Y See Official Records, of the General Assembly. Ninth
Session. Annexes, agenda ,tems 20 and 68.

which nations, one after another, attain independence
but still remain members of that association 01 free
nations which is lmown as the Commonwealth, which
repr~sents many different areas, colours and cultures,
which has no rules or regulations and no constitution
but which is a unity forged by the sharing of a heritage
of common ideals and a love of freedom under law.

46. Over the last years, hundreds of millions of
people in Asia and Africa have achieved independence
and sovereignty, for which the credit must go to the
statesmen of the United Kingdom. It is incredible that
the British should be described here on occasion as
"imperial and colonial masters", in view of this
far-seeing policy which grants self-government so
Widely; and I am confident that our friends from Ghana
and the Federation of Malaya would be glad to invite
comparison with what has happened to Hungary and to
many other freedom-loving nations which have been
subjugated by the Soviet Union in the past four decades.

47. But our membership in the Commonwealth, while
fundamental to our destiny, does not detract in any way
from the closeness and neighbourliness of our rf.lation
ship with the United States. We are joined with our
neighbours in the United States by what I have called
before our "bui1t~in stablizer" for unity, our tradi
tional respect for the rights of man and our unswerving
dedication to freedom. I think it is clearly established
and is' irrefutable that, if the United States were
aggressive and sought territorial advantage and
fomented war, as its enemies contend, Canada would
not have maintained its existence as an independent
nation.

48. Then there is another phase of our policy,
Canada's membership in The North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO), which in our opinion constitutes
a major bulwark against the forces of aggression and
to which Canada will adhere regardless of threats
from whatever source they may emanate.

49. If the notes delivered by the Soviet Union since 4
July 1957 to our friends in the Federal Republic of
Germany, France, Norway, Turkey and the United
Kingdom are indicative of any new trend in Soviet
policy, then in our opinion there is more need today
than ever before for the maintenance of the unity of
NATO. The repetition of spurious propaganda by the
Soviet Union that the existence of NATO is a threat to
world peace and that the eXistence of NATO is the
reason why permanent peace has not been established
is a travesty of reason. Canada wants peace, and if
NATO had aggressive designs anywhere in the world,
Canada would not remain a member of that organiza
tion. BelieVing as we do, we intend to continue to
support it with all the power at our command.

,

50. Now I intend to say a few words with reg .rd to the
question of disarmament, because it is a metter of
first importance to this Assembly. After nine years of
stalemate after the San ~rancisco Conference, in 1954
Canada joined in co-Isponsoring proposals to ~et

resolutionsY before the Disarmament Commissior. if
that was necessary the , it is more necessary today,
when the total amount b ng expended for war materials
for defence, mobilizati n and manpower totals some
85 thousand million dol rs per annum.
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59. Believing that inspection is of the essel}ce, I
issued at the time of submission of the Western
proposals a statement including the follOWing:

"• •• The Canadian Government has agreed, if the
Soviet Union will reciprocate, to the inclusion of
either the whole or a part of Canada in an equitable
system of aerial inspection, and w.i11do its utmost to
ensure that t..lte system. works effectively. We
consider that a useful start in providing safeguards
against surprise attack 'could be made in the Arctic
areas."

60. On the other hand, the Soviet Union has produced
a multitude of propaganda plans for disarmament, but
always on its terms and always on the basis that
effective inspection is out of the question. It generates
hopes in mankind; it l'efuses on its part, though, to
co-operate in any way except on its terms.

61. The ":restern nations have gone more than half-way
on the subject of disarmament from the beginning of the
meetings of the Sub-Committee of the Disarmament
Commission. For some reason the Soviet Union has
refused to give any ground, and insists on its program
me. And I say with all the sincerity that I can bring to
my words that we in Canada, in the strategic position
in which we are, are willing to go to the utmost limit
of safety and survival to bring about disarmament.

57. In addition to inspection, the other Western
proposals also included in the first stage a limitation
on the size of armed forces, a ban on the use of
nuclear weapons except in the case of defence, and
"internationa... supervision" to ensure that the pro
duction of fissionable materials should be for peac,eful
uses only.

58. We believe that these proposals are eminently
fair and workable, but for some reason the Soviet
Union has cavalierly and contemptuously refused to
consider them seriously. Surely it must realize that in
the climate of distrust and fear which eXists, paper
declarations, however pious their purpose, are not
acceptable, and that a prere:.luisite to disarmament
must be an adequate system of inspection and control.
The promise to disarm, thll3 promise to control the use
and production of nuclear weapons without effective
inspection to ensure that the promise is kept makes a
caricature of reality. We believe that disarmament
unsupervised by inspection will be dangerous to those
nations which have the habit of keeping their pledged
word.
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tories agreed on of the United Kingdom, the United What value ~s there in the undertaking of the Soviet
States, the Soviet Union and other countries. It must Union not to use atomic or hydrogen weapons for a
be admitted, too, that the need for inspection is not period of five years unless full inspection is possible
fully understood by many well- meaning people, largely arid provided for?
because of a popular view that atomic or hydrogen 62. Disarmament proposals withoutinspectionare, in
explosions can be detected anywhere in the world. our opinion, meanIngless. Inspection is the key, and I
According to the scientific opinions that I have had, ask this simplo question because I think the proposition
that is not so. is as simple as this. I ask the representative of the
56. So far as we in North America are concerned, the USSR: Why do you oppose affective inspection? If you
danger of a surprise attack on or from North America have nothing to hide, why hide it? I think in general that
would be through the Arctic regions. Canada and the that represents the thinking of free men everywhere.
United States have no aggressive designs against the 63. There were hopes expessej in the month of June
USSR or any other nation. We have nothing to fear from 1957 and earlier that the disarmament talks would be
inspection of the Arctic regIons, and I speak now for effective. They ended without agreement. It was not
Canada when I say that. We unequivocally render and S
will continue to render available for inspectionallollr entirely a failure, however, the meeting of that ub-
northern and Arctic areas. Committee. The positions of both sides were brought

closer. I think the Sub-Committee must continue to
operate. There have been suggestions that its member
ship should be broadened. We would be in accord with
any suggestion to that effect, provided that that. step
would lead, or even give hopes of leading, to a quicker
and better solution of this grave problem. And we go
further than that. Canada is prepared to withdraw from
th£l Sub-Committee. It has worked on it from the
beginning. It will do anything at all, take any stand
whll.tever, short of compromising its safety and its
survival, in order to bring about what must come if
mankind is to continue to live - and that is, a measure,
and a considerable measure, of disarmament.

64. We consider that a salutary effect might be
achieved by securing the participation of other Powers;
they may be capable of rendering assistance in the
processes of ~eeking an agreement that we have not
been able to achieve. But let me say this: geography
alone should not be the basis for choosing additional
members,- for all members are not equally eqUipped to
contribute towards the agreement for which we all
devoutly hope. We recognize the anomalies of our own
status as a permanent member of this Sub-Committee
and we know that we have not stood on equal terms
with the other members, for we lack that respon
sibility and direct interest which should be of the
essence of membel'ship. I will say no more of that.

65. I do want to say something, however, inconnexion
with one other matter that is of vital importance today:
the Un.~ed Nations Emergency Force (lJNEF). That
Force has had a stabilizing and tranquillizing influence
in the Middle East. Iamnotanewly-convinced convert
to the idea of suchaforce, forI brought the suggestion
for it before the House of Commons of Canada in
January 1956. I argued at that time that such a force
could prevent the outbreak of war in the area in ques
tion~ which today is served by that force.

66. The Canadian Government is naturally deeply
gratifi~d that UNEF has had so large a measure of
success in ita endeavours, and Canada is Willing to
continue its contribution as long as it is considered
necessary by the United Nations.

67. We Canadians have a special pride in the fact
that a Canadian, Major-General Burns, has done his
duty in so superb a manner as to have earned the
approval and praise of the most objective of observers.
He ~oJ done his work at personal sacrifice. My hope is
that he will be able to serve as Commander even
though his own personal interests, which he has always
placed in the background, might otherwise dictate.
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problems of mankind it must be a flexible instrument.
The United Nations must not become frozen by the
creation of hostile blocs, which would have the result
of stultifying efforts to find real and sensible solutions.
There has been at the current session, I think, quite a
movement against the bloc system, particula:rly in the
votes that are being cast. It is healthy that Member
States should group together on a basis of common
interest, cons'IIt with one another and, at times, adopt
common policies. That is common sense. With an
expanding membership, there is much to be said for
like.. minded nations adoptillg like positions and putting
them forward, provided that the groups to not become
blocs which would strangle the independent thinking of
their members and prevent the solution of problems on
considerations of merit. For blocs tend to create
counter-blocs and, in the end, defeat their purposes. I
am not accusing any bloc. But it _,j a fact that new
groups have been formed in the Gnited Nations which
are perhaps the inevitable result of older blocs that
were created earlier.

74. As far as Canada is con.cerned, it is the firm
determination of my delegation to resist the trend
towards bloc development. Canada is a party to many
associations, all of which we value highly: with our
colleagues in the Commonwealth, with our allies in
NATO, with our neighbours in the Americas and aCl'OSS

the Pacific. We shall work together with these nations
when we share common views or policies. But we will
not be a party in any way to any bloc which prevents us
from judging issues on their merits as we see them.

75. In conclusion, I profess the profound bopethatwe
in the United Nation., will dedicate ourselves anew to
the high purposes and hopes of twelve years ago.

76. The United Nations will be true to the prin(.J.ples
of the Charter when every nation, however powerful,
does not parmit itself th.e luxury of violating its
principles or flouting its decisions. I remember as
yesterday the inscription. over the doorway to the hall
at San Francisco where the United Nations had its
boginning: "Th; s monumtmt eloquent of hopes realized
and dreams come true", which mankind hoped would be
the achievement of its supreme task: the establishment
of a just and lasting peace. That is still the respon
sibility of the United Nations. Past fai1ure~ or
frustrations or cynicism must no: be permitted to
impede us in bringing about disar t~... 'tment and putting
an end to the suicidal armaments " {·e. Past sessions
of the Assembly have earned names aescriptive of their
major activities. There was the "Palestine A;:u~embly",
the "Korean Assembly". Mankind would breathe easier
if the current session might be known in future years
as the "Disarmament Assembly" .

77. Mr. SANZ DE SANTAMARIA (Colombia) (trans
lated from Spanish): The twelfth session of the General
Assembly is opening in a calmer atmosphere andwith
more favourable prospects for world peace than those
immediately preceding it. !twill be possible to examine
the items on the provisional agenda and deal with them
in a manner that will sat~sfy the interests which
prompted their inclusion, provided those interests are
subordinated to the high purposes of the United Nabons
Charter. The items of a political nature which disturb
public opinion and seem likely to provoke a clash of
opinions, the items which raise the question whether the
conduct of certain countries is consistent with the
principles of justi~e and good-neighbour relations by
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68, Canada is not unaware of th& fact that Canadian
troops make up some 1,nOO of the total personnel of
6,000. I repeat what I said a moment ago: Canada will
continue to be a strong suppo....ter of the continuance of
UNEF until its work is done.

69. We then come to the question of expenditures. The
question of providing the necessary moneys for the
continuance of the force suggusts that an assessment
among all nationb of the United Nations would be in
keeping with the service to peace to which this force
has contributed so much and with the declarations of the
Charter.

70. I go further and say that out of the experience of
UNEF it should be possible to evolve a system by
which the Un~~ed Nations will have at its disposal
appropriate forces for similar services wherever
they may be required. The creation of UNEF has
provided for tranqUillization of the area in which it
serves. It has provided a pilot project, if I may use
that expression, for a permanent international force.
Malignant diseases, however, are not cured by tran..
quillizers, and for that reason I still hold the view that
only by the establishment of a permanent United
Nations force .. and I realize the uncertain and faltering
steps that must be taken to achieve this.J can many of
the hopes of San Francisco be achieved.

71. I now wish to comment on the United Nations
itself. I was present in a humble capacity at the San
Francisco Conference in 1945. I believe in the United
Nations, not because it has always succeeded, but be··
cause it must succeed; it must go on from strength to
strength, or we shall perish. But that does not mean
that bringing before the Assembly weaknesses now
shows any desire to undermine or corrode it. I
believe that we do not serve its high purposes by
pretending that all is well when it is clear to everyone
that all is not well. I do not take the cynical view that
the United Nations is a failure. There have been many
buccesses in its endeavours to keep the pe~ce. But the
major question today is whether we have had enough
success for the terrifying needs of this age. We have
had successes and we have had failures, but it is
questionable whether, under the shadow of the dread
menace of the latest nuclear weapons, we can afford
any more major failures.

72. I spoke of the work of the eleventh session. Much
solid work was done at that session, and many new
Members deployed their forces in the cause of peace.
But the United Nations found itself incapable of finding
a solution to the Hungarian question. That was not
because of the Charter; that was in spite of the Charter.
The ineffectiveness of the action taken lastyear by the
Assembly to assure justice to the Hungarians arose
because of the existence of double standards in the
United Nations membership rather than from any weak..
ness in the Charter. But there are no double standards
provided for in the Charter. Double standards are
found not in th~ Charter but in the performance of
some Members. Some abide by the decisions; others do
not. And there is no use in pretending that in all cases
we, through the United Nations, can force recalcitrant
Members to behave as the Charter dictates. It is
equally foolish to believe that we would have such
power if the Charter were amended.

7~. I believe that if the United Nations is to maintain
Its capacity to exercise an ameHorating influence on the
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84. It would appear that a mere investigation of such a
situation does not constitute the i"",tervention so cate
gorically prohibited by Artide 2, paragraph 7, of the
Charter. Similarly, the investigation and study of situa
tions which may affect international peace does not
constitute intervention. As past experience has shown,
it is a duty of the Assembly to reconcile the scope of
that Article with that of the Articles concerning
assistance to Non-Self-Governing Territories.

85. Article 73 of the Charter declares that Govern
ments which assume responsibilities for the admin
istration of Non-Self-Governing Territories recognize
that the interests of tue inhabitants of those territories
are "paramount". It tells them that they have a sacred
trust and imposes duties and obligations on them "to
this end"; that is, for the purpose of promoting the
"paramount" interests of the inhabitants and "as a
sacred trust", they must undertake, inter alia, "to
develop self-government, to take due account of the
political aspirations of the peoples, and to assist them
in the progressive development of their free political
institutions, according to the particular circumstances
of each territory and its peoples and their varying
stf.l,ges of advancement". My delegation does not believe
that a provision of such great humanital'ian sig
nificance, so clearly directed towards soeial improve
ment and progress, which esta1>lishes such binding
obligations towards the world community through the
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which they are bound under the Charter, have been for or against the inclusion of items in the agenda have
debated at p.a.'evious sessions without consequences that on occasion been interpreted. A state voting against
seriously threaten peace; indeed, the discussions have inclusion is regarded as "colonial1st" whil~ a State
pointed to possibltl solutions which, although not voting for inclusion is "anti-colonh. ~.l.st". The result
immediately feasible, are nonetheless reassuring. is either that the problem is settled in semblance
78. Essentially optimistic ],n their outlook, th't. young without ever being discussed, or that, if the item is
countries are animated by a determination to advance included, the vote for inclusion is interpreted as
towards those goals of civilization which will enable prejudicing the issue and as conctemning in advance the
them a perfect their soctal systems and play a due country which does not want the item included. A
part in ths development of friendly international procedure which lends itself to misin~erpratation both

inside and outside the Assembly cannot be regarded as
relations. The Colombian delegation therefore attends satisfactory. The essential purpose of any parliament
the session of the Assembly with real confidence that
the goodwill, good faith and wisdom of the representa- .. more especially a world parliament like this
Uves of all countries will always succeed in findincr Assembly - is to provide a forum for the exchange of
approprIate solutions to the problems that must be ideas, for debate, so thatitis possible to live together~
faced. even in disagreement.

79. It is obvious that the eighty-two nations which have 83. The Ar::1.cle of the Charter which prescribes
joined tog&ther in this Organization have done so to absolute respect for the sovereign right of each State
discuss interests contrary to their individual aspira- itself to settle through its own institutions all matters
tions and ideologies and not to discuss interests and "9sentially within its domestic jurisdiction has from
aspirations with which they are in agreement. Con- the beginning been a barrier to the inclusion of
troversy is their natural field of action and the weapon "colonial" questions in the agenda, even for purposes
they use to solve their problems, with the common of information and discussion. No State is prepared to
ground furnished by the principle~ of the Charter. tolerate outside interference which violates its
Diversity of opinion does not preclude coexistence. On constitution and impairs its authority. But the difficulty
the contrary, nations can live together even in di.s- lies not in that sacrosanct and unchallenged principle
agreement; it is for that purpose that international law but in the procedure whereby the Assembly is to elicit
was created and is being steadily improved. As the sufficient information to judge whether a State's
fo_'mer Secretary of State of the United States, Mr. inalienable sovereign rights are being curtailed by the
Byrnes, once said in this Assembly: "It is far bette): for other States in this Assembly when they exercise their
the world to watch the clash of opposing ideas than of right to examine the conditions of the populations of
opposing armies". Disagreements should be aired in the territories which have not yet attained a full measure
United Nations, the natural forum for their expression, of self-government or to ascertain whether the Member
until such time as they can be satisfactorily settled. Governments which have or assume responsibility for

the administration of such territories are carrying out
{lOo We recently had a remarkable example in the their mission by the means prOVided in Articles 73 and
Assembly of the application of these ideas. Lastyear, 74 of th(! Charter, or whether human rights are beiug
France agreed to the inclusion of the question of violated in such territories or in the territories of any
Algeria in the agenda. rrhe great French nation realized sovereign State.
that any misunderstanding of its problem that might
exist would not be dispelled by opposing the inclusion
of the item, but by informed study which would lead to
jts solution. "Let there be 110 misunderstanding", Mr.
Pineau said "on that point." [589th meeting, para. 40].
Making a democratic gesture which does honour to his
country, he preferred an open debate, and announced
that his Government's efforts to restore peace in
Algeria would be followed by free elections which
would enable the Algerian people, to decide their own
future.
81. When C0lombia and the other Spanish-American
countries became politically mature, they too aspired
to self-government and after a bitter struggle obtained
their independen~e. Only a few years later the deep
rooted friendship between Spain and the young
Republics of America was as strong as ever, and since
that date the ties between them have become
increasingly close and cordial. In the light of that
example, we are certain that as humanity continues its
dynamic evolution, men will always be able, given the
co-operation of all concerned, to find means of
satisfying their desire for independence by methods
which do not injure the countries which have done so
much for them and with which they have, and will
always have, so many ties.

82. In connexion with my reference toth~ t'ec~ntcase

of France, I should like to comment OT' the, in my
opinion, mistaken and improper manner in which votes

,
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UnUed Nations, can continue to be regarded as a nlere And as the State is the supreme legal entity and the
declaration of prin.ciple on the ground that it is so political function is relate£! primarily to the State, it
described in its title, its only purpose being to elicit follows that law, State and freedom constitute a sub
the world's theoretical admiration. stantial r,mitj. These principlas are, of course, true and

obvious only under a democratic system, for only in a
86. I consider that the Assembly has sufficient democra,cy are they given effect and exemplified. What
experience to realize the need for altp.ring the approach distinguishes democracy from other political systems
to inclusion of an item in the agenda - Which, in itself, is the basic affirmation that the State is essentially a
implies no prejudgement of the substantive issue - wi.th State based on law, whose supreme function and purpose
a view to securing a more comprehensive and uniform are the exercise and fulfilment of all the forms in
interpretation of the l'lrovisions of the Charter which which genuine freedom is possible or attainable.
establish, on t.he omi' hand, the principle of non-
intervention in matters essentially within a State's 91. For the Colombian delegation, these principles
domestic jurisdiction, and, on the other, the right IOf are enshrined in the National Constitution of the
the peoples in whose behalfArticle 73 was written, anJ Republic, by which its actions are gUided, and we
the principle of respect for human rights, prescribed regard it as evident that, in both political and economic
in the Preamble and in Articles 13, 55 and 62 of th,s matters, respect for the dignity of the human person
Charter. is and must be fundamental to the well-being of peoples.
87. A study of all the information in each case would 92. Of course, in interpreting freedom as we conceive
enable the Assembly to determine whether a given it, account must be taken of all the moral factors, all
people's problems concern the United Nations or come the elements of action, interdependence, order, religion
exclusively within the competence and sovereignty of a and economics whi",h will, with tile progress of mankind
State. My delegation accordingly reserves the rightto and civilization, make it possible to perfect the practice
consider such information when it comes before us of freedom.
before giving its views on substance. On that point -
information - and on disarmament, I listened with keen 93. The wo:r.k of the United Nations in the economic,
interest to the speech made a iew days ago by Mr" social and culturalfields is therefore no less important
Pella, the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Italy [681st than its work in the political field. Progress must be
meeting]. . maintained. There must be no turning back. Assistance

to the less developed and under-developed countries
88. With regard to questions involving "colonialismtl

, must be increased, and we must all realize that aggra-
a distinction should, in my view, be made betw(!en vation of the economic problems of anyone of them
genuinely and traditionally colonial questions ~md would have a serious impact on the level of liVing of a
questions which are concernf.'d with promoting the portion of the world's population with consequences no .
education and culture of the peoples which have not yet less grave than those of an international conflict. It
attained a full measure of s:lf-government as a step in must therefore be realized that such problems, even
preparing them for political indf":pendence. It is that though they may be local in, semblance, cannot be a
last objective which should guide the countries admin- matter of indifferenee to the United Nations, in view
istering Non-Self-Governing Territories in givingfull of the humanitarit:a.n principl,es on which it is founded.
effect to the mandatory provis:ons ofChapter XI of the
Charter. 94. At the recent Inter-American Economic Conference

held in Buenos Aires, a number of regional problems
89. My delegation attaches special importance to were Eftudied in the light of those principles, including
questions involving the investigation of violations of over-production, primary commodities, international
human rights and respect for the integrity and dignity co",operation to promote monetary stabilization,
of the human person, regardless of the o"'ganizatiolll or f d 1
political structure of the State concerned. The entire regional markets and the financing 0 economic eve-
legal organization of a State based on law should be opment. It is regrettable, however, that no economic
directed towards guaranteeing the individual's enjoy- agreement providing for genuine co-operation through
ment of those rights. A system of political, philosophy inter-American integration has yet been concluded.
is valid anc;1. workable when it centres on the human 95. In the light of experience at the recent Buenos
person. The human person is the be-all al1d end-all of Aires conference and the impression it left on the
all legal orders and values. Law and freedom, which delegations of most of the participl.ting countries, it is
are joined together in the State, stem from the human clear that no scheme of international co-operation is
person, Political freedom, the legal order and St.~te easily feasible unless It is based ~'n effective economic
structure have substance and meaning only because integration. And it is extremely difficult to achieve
they derive their being from the human person as complete unity in approach and policy between nations
such; from the human person, and not from the State, with a high level of living where freedom can prosper
society or history. Without the human person, the rest and nations where the growth of broader freedom is
is words. The human person is the true subject of law, hampered by innumerable obstacles stemming pd
of morality, of religion, of economics, of all the marily from the ignorance and poverty of thE:' mass of
disciplines which go to make up our culture. Nations the population, conditions which it will be impossible to
Which, like my own, share in Western culture, are at correct rapidly until the highly-developed countries
one in recocrnizing this supreme and absolutely funda.. are able and Willing to play a decisive part in the
mental quality. advancem.ent of the less developed areas.

90. The State based on law is the medium through 96. These considerations are given added weight by
which we guarantee freedQ'm. Freedom may, I believe, the fact that the Organization of American States
be thought of as the condition in which law is fulfilled constitutes ::l regional system which cannot be
in the political and social order. Thur, freedom and described as an aggressive bloc or as a threat to
law stand in the same relation as function and organ. anyone. On the vast stage of the United Nations, the
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Latin American countries occupy a special place, not
so much because of their great human and economic
resources as because of the value represented by the
steadfast adherence of a whole continent to the
principles of the United Nations Charter. In our opinion,
world political and economic stability cannot be
achieved if the desires and decisions of Latin America
are not taken into account.
97. As one of the greatest believers in the United
Nations, Colombia, true to its poli",y of strict compli
ance with its international obligations and of observ
ance of the treatiE.. s binding it to other nations, did not
hesitate to send military forces to Korea to play an
active part .in that emergency, and in the Suez crisis
responded without hesitation to the Secretary
General's request for military co-operation by
furnishing troops which are still serving with the
United N~tions.

98. My delegation will support any steps to promote
the economic welfare of nations and to solve the
problems which may, frequently for reasons beyond the
control of the countries concerned, threaten the
domestic economies of one or several countries, thus
reducing their ability to secure the economic freedom
of their populations.
99. It will act in consonance with those ideas,
particularly in matters affecting the safeguarding of
the freedom and the fundamental rights of the human
person. However, out of respect for the opinions of
others and of the right of peoples to !=Jelf-determination,
it will not, on the basis of thos~ ideas, take up the
defence of any single country or its particular ideology,
or b\~ influenced in its voting. It will act solely in the
common interest, to further the ideals which have
brought all the peoples of the world together for the
purpose of attaining a state of reasonable and friendly
coexistence and international peace and security.
100. The outcome of earlier discussions shows that
there is some resistance to any revision of the Charter,
although on various occasions the original procedures
and provisions have plainly proved inadeGuate or
ineffective for the solution of major problems. The
public is puzzled by the continued opposition to revision
of the Charter when past events have shown the weak
ness of the existing provisions. It is considered
infJomprehensible, for example, that decisions repre
senting the view of the majority of Member States
should not be binding on all, while the opinion of a
single Member State can be forcibly imposed on all the
others. Nor is it a good thing for international justice
to have a more limited field of application than the
political power of the States which organize it.
Unperturbed by the opposition~ my delegation will
continue to press the policy it advocated at San
Francisco, and will support any reforms which tend to
give the United Nations a universal right of examina
tion ana decision based on the legal equality of all
States.
101. My delegation continues to believe that the groups
of countries recently admitted to membershiJ,; are
inadequately represented in the councils and organs of
the United Nations, and will continue to support mea
sures to incrt-ase the number of seats in those bodies
in order to ensure proper representation of those
new human groups.

102. All efforts to ach.ieve efficiency in the admini...
stratlon af international orgtJ.ns, to avoid unnecessary

bureaucracy and to ensure the effective functioning of
those various orga.ns for the purposes for which they
were established will be firmly supported by my
delegation, which views with concern the financial
burdens the less developed countries are assuming in
order to support the various branches of the Organ
ization.

103. The Colombian delegation wisheR to express its
admiration and appreciation of the remarkable work
done by the Secretary-General and his immediate staff
in seeking fair solutions to the grave problems en
trusted to their diligence, their competence and their
high sense of responsibility. We are certain that their
efforts will be most effective in achieving security,
harmony an~ loyal co-operation among nations.

104. We believe in the United Nations. We have faith
in its civilizing influence and in its dynamism, which
is steadily perfecting international law and protecting
future generations throughout the world by the power of
intelligence and through respect for law and justice.

105. We were pleased to hear the Foreign Minister of
Japan, in his speech last Thursday, [680th meeting]
refer to a matter of special importance. He said that
the United Nations should serve as an intermediary'
between countries which have reached the limits of
::heir possible internal development and countries
which have land and unexploited natural resources and
wish to receive immigrants. Those are precisely the
countries which have insufficient investment capital to
develop their land and exploit their natural resources.
One of the most important tr..sks for. the United Nations
would therefore be to provide means to enable such
countries to prepare the unused land for settlement by
immigrants from the over-populated countries, in
cluding the capital investments reqUired to ensure the
succesEl of such an enterprise.

106. To the extent permitted by my delegation has
followed with lively interest the limited information
available, the work of the Oub-Committee of the
Disarmament CommissJon which was meeting in
London until a few days ago. We have taken careful note
of the recent statements in this Assembly by the
United StatE'S Secretary of State, Mr. Dulles, [680th
meeting] ar~ the Minister of Foreign Mfairs of the
Soviet Union, Mr. Gromyko [681st meeting]. Their
statements strengthen our conviction that concrete
steps can be agreed upon to initiate the process of
disarmament with the blessing of all peoples.

107. Despite the pessimism of those who would like to
see the world's great problems solved overnight, my
delegation is optimistic. We believe that the United
states and the Soviet Union, with the co-operation of
the other great Powers and all the medium-sized and
small countries, will succeed in devising appropriate
solutions. We support disarmament, disarmament of
the mind and the gradual and progressive reductionof
armaments. Our approach is the same whether we are
dealing with the '1rmies of the large countries or those
ef the less developed countries. My delegation will
pl'~'sent its views on the substa.ntive issues in the
Disarmament Commission, of which Colombia isa
meJYl'ber.

108. If compliance with and the developmentofinter
national law one day permitted the nations to invest
what is now b0ing spent on preparations for war and
the organization of defence in education, c'l1lture,
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public works and the production of goods that wO\lld
promote the health and welfare of nations, what a broad
and clear roa~ would be open to mankind!

109. Mr. Gromyko, in his speech also mentioned anum
ber of interesting points concerning world economic
relations. The Colombian delegation will present its
views on them in the various committees; I should like
merl:)ly to emphasize the importance of international
b.·~de and aconomic integration for the establishment
of peace through the gradual elimination of unduly
nationalistic measures in all countries of the world and
through the proper distribution of investment capital
to permit the exploitation of the natural wealth of the
various continents for the benefit of all peoples.

110. My delegation is gratified to find that the idea
of holding another general conference to review world
economic problems, similar to that held shortly after
the Second World War, which has now been put forward
by the Soviet Minister of Foreign Affairs, coincides
with the campaigns which have been going on for some
years in Colombia with a view to the organization of
another special conference to bring the ideas and plans
of the last world conference into line with the ex
perience into line with the experience of recent years
and with the technical, political and economic realities
of the modern world. As always, the Colombian dele
gation will work towards those objectives with enthu
siasm and with firm belief in the mission of the United
Nations.

111. In conclusion, I should like to express to you, Mr.
Preside1.1t, the great satisfaction with which the Govern
ment and people of Colombia welcomed your election,
in view of the friendship which binds our two countries
andyour great ability. I am sure that, thanks to the lofty
qualities y<'u bring to the service of the United Nations,
your term of office will be a highly successful one.

112. I should also like to express our gratitude to your
predecessor, Prince Wan Waithayakon, for the wisdom
and tact with which he discharged his office, and once
again to reaffirm our faith in the Unal triumph of
civilization, based on the high principles of freedom
and justice which are the keystone of the United
Nations, and which will one day secure the welfare of
all mankind.

113. Mr. MACDONALD (New Zealand): Sir, I have
already made brief reference to your election to the
position of President of this Assembly and I now
amplify that reference in this general debate, because
your elevation is a matter of pride and satisfaction to
the people of New Zealand, as it must of course be to
yourt'~,~lf. Those associated with you here know the
Vigoul' and enthusiasm you have shown In your work as
permanent representative of New Zealand in this
Organization. Your experience here will prOVide a
splendid background against which you will carry out
yOUl" duties as President. Throughout your career in
New Zealand you have taken a keen interest in inter
national affairs and have fostered in your own country
a w\der public knowledge of world events. The Govern
ment and people of New Zealand wish ym.t well in your
important position, which I am sure you will fill with
great credit.

114. This session of the General Assembly will be
concerned with a number of pressing political issues.
Among these, the subjugation of Hungary has a strong
continuing claim to our attention. The issues which

disturb peace in the MiCidle East demand early and
resolute action. The imperative need for an effective
international agreement on disarmament overshadows
all the other questions which may affect peace and
security. I shall return to these issues; but first I
should like to make soms broader observations.

115. The vitality of the United Nations is reflected,
not only in the scope of the Assembly's agentia, but also
in its grOWing and nearly universal membership. It is
particularly gratifying to my country that Ghana and
The Federation of Malaya, the two States which have
been admitted to the Organization this year, are both
members of the Commonwealth to which New Zealand
also belongs. We look forward to co-operating with
their representatives in this Assembly and at. other
United Nations meetings.

116. Both Ghana and the Federation of Malaya have
come to nationhood by the process of peaceful evolution,
which has been so notable a feature of the post-war
world. Within the Commonwealth other nations are in
the process of emerging in that way. We are confider<t
that they too will seek and gain admission to this
Organization when they attain full sovereignty.

117. I Wish, Mr. President, that I could speak with
equal certainty of the day when the partitioned States of
Europe and Asia would be free to find their own
destiny, and an open door to membership of this Organ
ization. The way to the reunification of Germany
continues to be barred, because the Soviet Union will
not permit the people of the Soviet-controlled area of
Germany to choose their own form of government
freely.
118. For similar reasons, the representatives of the
Republic of Korea and Viet-Nam have not beenable to
take their places in this Assembly. Yet Viet-Nam, for
example, will next month be host to all the countries
participating in the Colombo Plan. In that circle, Viet...
Nam is an equal and an adult nation. There will be a
continuing injustice until these partitioned States are
restored to themselves and are freed from all dis
abilities.
119. As I have had occasion to speak of our growing
membership, I should like to add a few thoughts about
the political functioiling of the Assembly itself.
Informal consultation among delegations is an essential
part of the process by which Assembly and committee
decisions are influenced. The more there is of this
consultation, the more likely it is that the decision will
represent the reasoned view of the majority of dele
gations. Yet, as the membership grows, it becomes
more and more difficult to maintain a full range of
consultation.

120. This is a problem which specially affects the
smaller delegations such as T.'1 own. To form a sound
opinion about one's own course of action, one must take
accoWlt of other points of view. And these cannot always
be gauged solely from the formal statements made
during a meeting. It is therefore easy to conch1.de that,
as meetings grow larger, more reliance must bEl place~
on consultation within various groupings.

121. It is beyond question that these groupings play a
very useful role. It is natural and proper that delega
tions which have much in cOmeon should first consult
among themselves. We, for our own part, attach special
importance to our regular co:~sultations with other
Commonwealth delegations, and we readily understand

I
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the growth in consultation and co-operation within
other groupings.

122. Even so, I think it is evident that the system of
group consultation should not come to play too large a
part in the shaping of Assembly decisions. Few of the
issues before the Assembly are so clear that they admit
no divergence of opinion between different groups or
even within those groups; and similarity of interest or
outlook should not usually be a more important factor
than individual judgement. Perhaps the only valid
conclusions are these: a large:r Assembly increases the
need for group consultation, but it should not increase
the influence of the: group over its own Members.

123. The Assembly which reconvened on the eve of
this session has endorsed, with few dissentient voices,
the repori of the Special Committee o~ the Problem of
Hungary [A/3592]. The report is a conclusive account
of a grave lreach of the Charter. Resolution 1133 (XI)~

adopted with the support of sixty nations, emphasizes
the gravity of that breach.

124. It emphasizes also a grim disparity between
Soviet deeds and Soviet words. Earlier in this debate,
[681st meeting) the Foreign Minister of the Soviet
Unto!l laid stress on the need for measures to enhance
the authority of the United Nations and to ease
international tension. With this in mind, he put before
the Assembly a draft declaration on the principles of
peaceful co-existence among States. [A/3673] Can
Mr. Gromyko be surprised, while our deliber9.tions on
Hungary are fresh in our minds, that we should weigh
these draft pr:nciples agalnst Soviet conduct in
Hungary? One principle is equality and mutual benefit.
But in Hun6ary the Soviet Union intervened to per
petuate a cruel inequality and to deprive the Hungarians
of the right to order their own lives. Another principle
is respect for territorial integrity and sovereignty.
But in Hungary the Soviet Union sent armed forces into
the territory of a small neighbour to overthrow an
established government. A third principle is non
interference in the internal affairs of other countries.
But in Hungary the Soviet Union intervened to extingUish
freedom and to re-impose a cruel comormity.

125. Nothing that the Soviet Union has said at the
current or at the last session of the General Assembly,
nothing that the Soviet Union may say in the future, here
or elsewhere, can alter the facts. There can be no
further argument about what was dqne in Hungary. ID
the five-Power report, [A/3592] the Assembly has an
unassailable record of the origin, course and conse
quences of a brutal and unremitting attack on the
liber",ies of a proud people.

126. As long as the Soviet Union continues to defy the
resolutions of the Gem~ral Assembly, as long as it
denies the Hungarian people the right to decide their
own destinies, so long must the United Nations, by the
most effective means availabh~ to it, continue to mani
fest it::! concern with the Hungarian issue. I know that
my Government is not alone in this conviction.

127. In Prince Wan Waithayakon, who presided with
conspicuous skill and distinction over the eleventh
session of the General Assembly, tkJ United Nations is
fortunate to have a representative eminently well
qualified to carry out the duties entrusted to him.
[resolution 1133 (XI)). As I have said before from this
rostrum, (672nd meeting] the issuer are momentous,
bearing as they do on the continuing defianc{':, by a

~v1ember State of this Organization's resolutions and of
the moral judgement of the world. World opinion waits
for the response of the Soviet rulers to the Assembly's
resolutions about Hungary.

128. In another troubled area, gloeat nations and sman
gave practical demonstrations of rPospect for the
Assembly's wishes. Open hostilities in the Middle East
were erlded. The forces of other countries were with
drawn from Egyptian territory. Relative quiet has
prevailed along the armistice lines between Israel and
the neighbouring Arab States.

129. We should, however, remember that this condi...
tion of peace is due in large measure to the presence
of the United Nations Emergency Force. In many ways,
the establishment of UNEF [563rd meeting has shown
this Organization at a high leve of pract cal achieve
ment. When the representative of Canada made here
the imaginative proposal for the creation of such a
force, the response of the General Assembly was
impressive and immediate. The speed and skill with
which UNEF was or:!;an!zed reflect great credit on the
Secretary-General'~.nd his staff. The conduct of UNEF
itself, and the good judg~ment of its Commander, have
amply justified the Assembly's confidence.

130. These developments have been accompanied by
other improvements in the Middle East situation. The
Suez Canal has been cleared. To a large extent the
Canal has again become what it was always intended
to be: a free, commercial waterway linking the
countries east of Suez, as far away as Australia and
New Zealand, with the countries of Europe and the
West.

131. Finally, a new source of support, both economIc
and military, has been afforded to the countries of the
Middle East. In a period in which power relationships
have shifted, the Eisenhower doctrine has offered help
and encouragement in an area where stability has been
gravely undermined.

132. Important as these gains are, theyhaveyetto be
consolidated and extended before any last:"'i'f?; achieve
ment can be claimed. This is one of the g1'·~.·,test of the
challenges which face the present ses:;.;ion of the
General Assembly; and it is as well that we should ta~..a
stock of th~ problems still to be resolved.

133. It is true, as I have said, that quiet prevails on
the armistice lines; but the bitterness of Arab-Israel
relations has not diminished. The United Nations
Emergency Force provides a buffer, but the will to
achieve a lasting s/3ttlement has not yet appeared on
either side.

134. Shipping is once more passing through the Suez
Canal, but the conditions of passage are by no means
satisfactory. As long as Israel shipping is prevented
from using the Canal, the provisions of the Con
stantinople Convention of 1888 will not be fully carried
out, and tha international character of the waterway will
be infringed.

135. In my Governrr..ant's view, freedom of navigation
demands that the Canal be operated under a system,
which treats the ships of all nations alike. Moreover,
this system, while being of benefit to Egypt, should
offer adequate guarantees of efficient and stable
managern!:ni. in the international interest. The Security
Council, in considering the Egyptian Government's
declaration of 24 April 1957 concerning the operation
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of the Canal,.Y' referred to aspects which still required 141. If the Middle East presents the territorial issue
r.larification. Failing such c1arifica.tion, my Govern.. which most requires our attention, th~ problem of
ment can feel no assurance that the controlling power disarmament faces this Assembly with an even greater
will not be misused. challenge. :£ilor eleven year~ the topics of disarmament
136. As the past year has shown, the weaknesses and and the control of atomic weapons h~we figured
dissensions of the Middle East increase the ever- p:,:,ominently on each session's agenda. Success has

Present dangers of Communist domination. With the proved elusive, though sometimes - as earlier this
year - it has seemed just within our grasp. The

terrible example of Hungary before them, it might have challenge is all the greater in view of the failures of
been expected that all Governments in the area would
have rallied to resist the spread of Soviet influence. the years gone by.
In fact, however, the Soviet Union has found new 142. My Government is acutely conscious o~ the
opportunities to exploit not only international tension economic burden of defence. and of the dangerous
but also political difficulties and divisions within tensions which always ar::ompany a competition in
individual Middle Eastern countries. In one such armaments. Nevertheless, we are also convinced that
country at least the Soviet Union appears to have the countries of the West cannot relax their defence
succeeded in establishing a beachhead of subversion. efforts until there is international agreement to the

controlled reduction of armaments. Without genuine
137. We have seen that when vigilance and efforts are reciprocity and an adequate system of inspection and
relaxed the Communi,CJt danger advances like a forest control, disarmament would be disastrous lolly.
fire, consuming everything in its path. It is this which
giW3s an added urgency to the need for a lasting settle- 143. The most recent negotiations in the Sub-Com
ment of the problems of the Middle Elast. As many mittee of the Disarmament Commission have, of
speakers noted during last year's debates, it is not course, concentrated upon achieving a limited agree
enough that we should restore the conditions prevailing ment about certain first steps. This aim waR a modest
before the recent hostilities in Egypt. The General one, and it could only have produced modest benefits.
Assembly must look beyond the results bf. tension to its There would, however, be great virtue in any agree
causes, and must work for the removal or (~orrection ment, however limited, which removed disarmament
of those causes. We mustindeedmakoupfoI' the years from the realm of controversy and propaganda, and
before last year, when the problems existfJd but failed which showed that it could be made to work.
to attract the AS"3embly's attention. 144. To avoid any possibility of misunderstanding, I
138. lrhough various suggestions hav13 been made in should stress that such an agreement would reqUire
the past, the Assembly has yet to determine how best the same kind of safeguards as a comprehensive
to approach the question of permanent solutions. It agre~ment. The safeguards would, however, be on a
may indeed be true that we have so far accomplished smaller scale. They should therefore cause less
as much as could have been expected in so short a difficl\lty for any State which is reluctant to accept
time. Certainly, the pre13ence of UNEF in the area is necessary measures of control and inspection.
helping to create the conditions in which further 145. It is true tbat a disarmament agreement, like any
practical steps can more readily be undertaken. other agreement, will limit the sovereign rights of the
Equally, we cannot afford to do without UNEF until we contracting parties. 1n the case of a disarmament
are able to resolve the difficulties and tensions which agreement, this limitation will take the definite and
it keeps in check. concrete form of control posts and ~nspectors. This
139. The first test, therefore, is that of our willing- may seem inconvenient to Cell:'tain countries; but I
ness to keep UNEF in being and to assure its financial suggest that the inconvenience is a minor one to accept
support. Here the record is not very encoul'aging. The in order to reach a disarmament agreement and to
Unitod Nations Emergency Force is the creation of ensure that it is carried out.
this Assembly, and UNEF itsell is the chosen instru- 146. This aim of honest dealing and reliable safe..
ment of this Organization. Yet the facts, as I under- guards is at the heart of the Western position on
stand them, are these. Of the first 10 million dollars, disarmament. It is true that the Soviet Union has
which were to be subscribed in accordan~ewith t.lte accepted the idea of safeguards. Indeed it has made
ordinary budgetary assessments, little more than hall certain proposals for control and inspection. But these
has been paid. The voluntary subscriptions, which have and other Soviet proposals fall far short of a genuine
come from six contributors only, have added another willingness to agree upon effective control measures
million dollars. Of the estimated cost up to th~ end of on a basis of true reciprocity.
this year, less than one-third is in sight.

147. Similarly, the Soviet Union, playing on the
140. Unless Member States show greater Willingness reasonable fears of earnest people in all parts of the
to contribute to its supporton an equitable basis, there w~r1d, calls for an aJ1;reement to end the testing of
is a clear danger that UNEF will come to an end. My nuclE'Jar weapons~ But i '. declines to link this proposal
own Gove:rnment believf',s that its maintenance is with real disarmament measures.
essential. We have a1rer.dy contributed to its upkee~,
both in acc;'1'dance with our budgetary assessment and 148. My Government would welcome an end to the
on a voluntary basis. We are prepared to continue to testing of nuclear weapons, but not at the price of
play our part in the future, while the need for UNEF submission to a Soviet bid for military advantage.
remains. At the same time, we feel that the effort to MeanWhile, we are grateful for the restraint and care
deal with the underlying problems of the Middle East exercised by the United E:ingdom and the United States
must be intensified. in conducting such tests, It is heartening to lmow that

they have already achieved a large measure of success
in reducing the radio-active fall-out from explosions.
We shall also await with keen interest next year's
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report of the Scientific Committee set up by this
Assembly to determine the long-term effects of radia
tion in the atmosphere. [resolution 913 (X)]

149. The goal of a disarmament agreement, and of
the cessation of weapons tests, remains primarily a
matter for the three nuclear Powers, though it affects
all of us closely. We must not cease to advocate, and
we must not cease to hope for, such an agreement; but
we can derive little encouragement from the present
attitude of the Soviet Union. That country seeks both a
propaganda and a military advantage by insisting on a
cessation of nuclear tests in isolationfrom other initial
measures.

150. That is the balm, the soothing mixture, which the
Soviet Union offers to a fearful world. At the same
time, it flaunts a new instrument of terror - an inter
continental ballistic missile. It continues to test its
own weapons. It obstinately refuses to agree to the
four-Power proposals put forward in the Sub-Commit
tee of the Disarmament Commission [DC/113, annex 5]
for a linked agreement both to cease testing nuclear
weapons and to ce~.se making the nuclear explosives
used in those weapons.

151. My Governm(',lt regards the four-Power pro~

posals as fair and genuine. DespUe the swift rejection

Litho. in V.N.

of these pl'oposals by the Soviet Union, we believe that
the Sub-Committee'arecent series of meetings was
most valuable. Because of these meetings we are all
in a better position to decide what could and what cO\lld
not be included 1n a first realistic programme of a:rms
reduction, capable of being put into immediate effect.

152. The Assembly is now faced with a choice. It is
a choice between deceptively simple proposals whose
purpose is propaganda, and more complex proposals
genuinely intended to bring about a solution. One
alternative offers false security; the adoption of the
other would be of long-term political and economic
benefit. Much turns on our ability to distinguish be
tween appearance and reality, and to reject specllous
and easy solutions.

153. The urgency of the problem makes us impatient
for early success. The gravity of the problem requires
us to endure a fu,rther round of negotiations, for
success will come not in any spectacular way but from
the progressive narrowing-down of differences among
the great Powers. It is they who bear the main and
ever-growing bnrden of responsibility. But this As
sembly, acting ia the spirit of the Charter, can separate
truth from falsity, and point the way.

The meeting rose at 12.50 p.m.
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